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INTERVIEW WITH THE WINER OF THE MAIN ACTIVE CHESS TOURNAMENT SYNTHESIA OPEN – DMITRY CHUPROV
Russian GM Dmitry Chuprov came to the Czech Open for the first time. He decided to enjoy the festival from the beginning to the end. He participates at many tournaments. He played in the team tournament Océ open. On Wednesday 16th July he first played superblitz DGT projects open. Then he participated at the active chess tournament Synthesia open, which he won. From Friday 18th July he will fight in the main GM tournament Chladek & Tintera open for another victory. So far he has one gold and one silver medal. The only disadvantage of his chess life is the fact, that he can barely see his family. Last time they met was 15th of May. 

What was the feeling after you have beaten so many top players?
It is very nice. I was surprised by my victory. I am here for the first time and I really didn´t expect to win. I was quite lucky.

In which way had you been lucky?
My opponents wanted to beat my at any cost. In my opinion, if they were satisfied with the draw, they would be more successful in the tournament. For me playing against them was easier, because their only goal was to win.

Which of the games was the most difficult one?
Probably the game against Anton Korobov, who finished second in the tournament. And the very next game, it was in the sixth round, against Viktor Laznicka. Both were extremely important, they should have decided who will be successful and who not. The game against Laznicka was the critical one. After that I jumped high in the table and he fell down.

You have won six games. In the last three you was only able to draw. Have you been afraid you can lose the whole tournament?
It was a strategy. I didn´t feel like risk everything and play for a victory. Draws were good for me. I knew it will be enough to finish at the top.

You are playing more tournaments here at the Czech open, aren´t you?
My schedule is quite full. I have played in the team tournament, our team finished second. Also in the superblitz tournament. But I didn´t play well (he finished 11th). I will start in the main GM tournament.

The second place with your team Ugra must have been pleasing.
 It is a success. Our team is pretty young. We are playing together just one year. We play Russian league, but our goal is to play a league in some other European country. We are from Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug – Ugra. Chess there are very popular and there is a big expansion of chess there. There was the FIDE World Chess Cup twice (2005 and 2007), in the 2009 it will be in Khanty-Mansiysk for the third time. And in 2010 there will be the Chess Olympiad. We take chess very seriously.

What does your family say about your chess professionalism?
 My family is OK. The only disadvantage is that I travel a lot. Last time I was home was 15th May. I will meet them again at the beginning of August.

Now you are going to play at the grandmaster tournament. What is your goal?
I want to be as close to the first place as possible. But there will be a lot of good players at the tournament, so it will be very hard to be at the top.

Aren´t you tired? You play one tournament after another...
I feel very tired. I need an active rest. I brought a tennis racket with me, but I didn´t have a time to play yet. On Friday there is another tournament starting, so I doubt I will be able to play. But I would like to a lot. 


Results of the active chess tournaments:
EUROKOMPLEX AUTOSKLA OPEN – European Amateurs Championship with ELO FIDE < 1800 in active chess. 
	Valentin Valev		BUL	8 b.
	Heiner Rieping	GER	7,5 b.
	Aleksey Shadrin	RUS	7,5 b.


Best women:
	Elvira Hanzatjan	EST	7 b.
	Simoneta Ivanova	BUL	6 b.
	Jana Londinova	CZE	6 b.



MRFP OPEN – European Amateurs Championship with ELO FIDE < 2000 in active chess:
	Alexander Liberman	  RUS	7,5 b.
	Jakub Pulpan		  CZE	7,5 b.	
	Alexandr Semenychev RUS	7,5 b.


Best women:
	Inga Zakhartsova	RUS	6,5 b.
	Olena Zavgorodnya	UKR	6,5 b.
	Tatiana Khalturina	RUS	5,5 b.



TEV OPEN – European Amateurs Championship with ELO FIDE < 2200 in active chess: 
	Tom Kantans		LAT	7,5 b.
	Olexiy Taranik	UKR	7 b.
	Ritvars Reimanis	LAT	6,5 b.


Best women:
	Olga Vrublevskaya	RUS	6 b.
	Hana Kubiková	CZE	6 b.	
	Julia Bochis		GER	5,5 b.


SYNTHESIA OPEN – Open Championship of the Czech Republic in active chess, part of ACP world series:
Dmitry Chuprov	RUS	7,5 b.
Anton Korobov	UKR	7,5 b.
Rainer Buhmann	GER	7,5 b.
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For complete results of all the games and all the news visit our web site: www.czechopen.net.
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